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Where is Pekanbaru
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 Gravity
 Magnetic
 Seismic Refraction
 Seismic Reflection
 Geoelectrical Electrical (Resistivity, SP)
 CSEM
 Borehole Geophysics
 Ground Penetrating Radar 
 VLF





 Rotation (centrifugal acceleration)
 Outward Centrifugal Force, against 

gravity
 Most at the equator
 gp = ge + 3.4 gal

 Earth’s Shape
 Radius most at the equator
 More radius, less gravity
 gp = ge + 6.6 gal

 Mass
 Most mass at the equator
 More mass, more gravity
 gp = ge – 4.8 gal

 Total Effects
 gp = ge + 5.2 gal

 Newton: Attraction 
force, F between 2 
masses, m1 and m2 at 
distance r apart is:

m1m2
F = G ----------

r2

G = Universal gravitational 
constant (see Cavendish 
experiment)
G = 6.672*10-11 m3/kgs2 = 
Nm2/kg2

= 6.672*10-8  cm3/gs2 = 
dyne.cm2/g2



 Preliminary Survey
 Basin

 Salt dome 

 Monitoring (heavy oil)















 Snell’s Law => Incident 
and refraction angle

 Huygen’s principle 
=>Every point on wave 
front

 Fermat’s principle => 
Minimum travel time
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Where K = incompressibility (bulk modulus),    
 = rigidity (shear modulus),     = density

K = the pressure increase needed to effect a given 
relative decrease in volume. 
µ = resistance to change 



Seismic Reservoir Characterization
 Avo analysis
 Rock physics analysis
 Lambda Mhu Rho….

Figure 4. Map of “Lambda” at Top Horizon  15ms



Robinson W.S, 1988. Sheriff, 1995



Reduce random noise and multiple, increase signal to noise ratio (N)1/2 , N 
number of trace





Post-Stack

Pre-Stack



Prestack (seismic gather)

Before stacking, after NMO
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To understand “bright spots”, recall the definition of the zero-offset (Normal 
Incident) reflection coefficient, shown in the figure above. R0 , the reflection 
coefficient, is the amplitude of the seismic peak shown. Note also that the product 
of density, ρ, and P-wave velocity, V, is called acoustic impedance.
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Basic Interpretation of Seismic Data

The figure taken from Gardner et al. shows that there is a big difference between shale 
and gas sand velocity at shallow depths. The paper also shows that density and velocity 
are approximately related by the equation ρ= 0.23 V 0.25. Thus, we would expect a big 
reflection coefficient, or “bright spot”, for shallow gas sands.
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 Post-stack seismic data
 Regional Interpretation

▪ Sequence stratigraphy and geological development to 
examine the depositional setting, distribution, => Basin 
Modelling 

 Rig location (Disaster consideration)
 DHI
 Reservoir Mapping and Modelling

▪ Time Structure Map
▪ Depth Structure Map
▪ Reservoir Modelling 
▪ Volumetric prognosis



 We should understand the trap and seismic 
response



An example Seismic response regarding SEG Convention (normal polarity, 
zero phase)

V = 3200 m/s

 = 2500 kg/m3

V = 2500 m/s

 = 2600 kg/m3

V = 4800 m/s

 = 2800 kg/m3

G. Layering Rc Log Wavelet

*            

Seismic Response

Seismic Response
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 Amplitude attributes use the seismic signal 
amplitude as the basis for their computation.
 RMS Amplitude

 Average peak amplitude

 Max Trough amplitude

 Max Absolute amplitude

 Average Absolute

 Interpolated Maximum Peak

 ……



RMS Amplitude

• RMS amplitude is calculated as the square root of the average of the squares of the 
amplitudes found in the analysis window

• Because amplitudes are squared before averaging, the RMS computation is very 
sensitive to extreme amplitude values.

•This attribute can be used to be mapping of DHI

Seismic Attribute fro Reservoir Characterization



Average Peak Amplitude

To calculate the average peak amplitude for each trace, all the positive values within the 
analysis window are added; then the total is divided by the number of positive samples 
within the window.

This attribute can be also used to be mapping of DHI, the minimum value that indicate 
gas contain.

Seismic Attribute fro Reservoir Characterization



Maximum Trough Amplitude 

• For each trace, PAL does a parabolic fit through the maximum negative amplitude in the 
analysis window and the two samples on either side of it. 

• The maximum negative value along that curve is interpolated and the absolute value is 
output to the attribute horizon file

Seismic Attribute fro Reservoir Characterization



Maximum Absolute Amplitude

• To calculate the Maximum Absolute Amplitude for each trace, PAL calculates the peak and 
trough values within the analysis window and determines the largest peak or trough. 

• AL then does a parabolic fit through the values in this peak or trough and the two samples on 
either side of it. The maximum value is interpolated and output for that trace.

Seismic Attribute fro Reservoir Characterization





 Geophone configuration
 Ray path illustration



 Earlier, to search Sallow salt dome (before 
seismic reflection method found)

 To detect the thickness of weathered zone 
(for static correction in seismic reflection 
method)

 Land survey prior to develop a big oil and gas 
factory









 The objective will be achieved in time lapse 
seismic method is to monitor the change in 
seismic response with the elapsing time 
which related to the change in reservoir 
properties.

 Water saturation

 Pressure

 Etc



Basic principle of time-lapse survey



Illustration on the importance of seismic 
response prediction in time-lapse survey



 Rock Physic parameter

 Bulk density

 Velocity

 Poison ratio



 Low porosity reservoir, the change of fluid 
from brine to oil or gas will give small effect  
on the bulk density

 Big porosity rock is a must for the success of 
the time-lapsed



 When the reservoir 
pressure is depleting, 
overburden pressure 
will cause compaction 
which increase the 
density.



 Effect of temperature to the density is relatively small 
compared to the effects of fluids and pressure.

 Temperature affect the wave velocity and in turn material 
stiffness

 Vp = [S/b]1/2

Where S is stiffness factor which combine the rock 
framework and pore fluid stiffness

















 The pressure 
differential between 
the mud in the 
annulus and the 
formation fluid 
pressure, forces 
drilling fluid into the 
formation. 



 All sedimentary rocks contain 
some natural radioactivity

 The total gamma ray 
measurement is a combination of 
the potassium (K), thorium (Th), 
and or uranium (U) element 
present in rock and fluid 
properties of any particular 
geological horizon.

 Detect=> Sand / Shale 
Reservoir / non reservoir





 Because Electrical resistivity is the most 
sensitive parameter to distinguish between 
salt water and hydrocarbon



 Conventional Resistivity Device

Generator

meter

M

A

OSpacing

B N

A M is called spacing

16 “ Short Normal

64” Medium Normal



 Deep resistivity, 
Rt

 Shallow 
resistivity, Rxo

 Connate water 
resistivity, Rw

 Mud filtrate 
resistivity, Rmf





The Controlled Source Electromagnetic (CSEM) method is an 
offshore geophysical technique, employing electromagnetic
remote-sensing technology to indicate the presence and extent 
of hydrocarbon below the seabed. 



 Low resolution
 Confirming HC   




